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Density of states of a binary Lennard-Jones glass
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We calculate the density of states of a binary Lennard-Jones glass using a recently proposed Monte
Carlo algorithm. Unlike traditional molecular simulation approaches, the algorithm samples distinct
configurations according to self-consistent estimates of the density of states, thereby giving rise to
uniform internal-energy histograms. The method is applied to simulate the equilibrium,
low-temperature thermodynamic properties of a widely studied glass former consisting of a binary
mixture of Lennard-Jones particles. We show how a density-of-states algorithm can be combined
with particle identity swaps and configurational bias techniques to study that system. Results are
presented for the energy and entropy below the mode coupling temperature. ©2003 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1594180#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The transition from a liquid to an amorphous solid th
sometimes occurs upon cooling remains one of the larg
unresolved problems of statistical physics.1,2 At the experi-
mental level, the so-called glass transition is generally as
ciated with a sharp increase in the characteristic relaxa
times of the system, and a concomitant departure of lab
tory measurements from equilibrium. At the theoretical lev
it has been proposed that the transition from a liquid to
glassy state is triggered by an underlying thermodyna
~equilibrium! transition;3 in that view, an ‘‘ideal’’ glass tran-
sition is believed to occur at the so-called Kauzmann te
perature,TK . At TK , it is proposed that only one minimum
energy basin of attraction is accessible to the system. On
the first arguments of this type is due to Gibbs a
diMarzio,4 but more recent studies using replica metho
have yielded evidence in support of such a transition
Lennard-Jones glass formers.3,5,6 These observations hav
been called into question by experimental data and re
results of simulations of polydisperse hard-core disks, wh
have failed to detect any evidence of a thermodynamic tr
sition up to extremely high packing fractions.7 One of the
questions that arises is therefore whether the discrepan
between the reported simulated behavior of hard-disk
soft-sphere systems is due to fundamental differences in
models, or whether they are a consequence of inapprop
sampling at low temperatures and high densities.

Different, alternative theoretical considerations have
tempted to establish a connection between glass trans
phenomena and the rapid increase in relaxation times
arises in the vicinity of a theoretical critical temperature~the
so-called ‘‘mode-coupling’’ temperature,TMCT), thereby giv-
ing rise to a ‘‘kinetic’’ or ‘‘dynamic’’ transition.8 In recent
years, both viewpoints have received some support from
lecular simulations. Many of these simulations have be
conducted in the context of models introduced by Stilling
4400021-9606/2003/119(8)/4405/4/$20.00
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and Weber and by Kob and Andersen;9 such models have
been employed in a number of studies that have helped s
our current views about the glass transition.5,10–14 The par-
ticular model considered here consists of a binary mixture
Lennard-Jones particles, with composition 80%A and
20%B. A total of 250 particles is employed in our calcula
tions. The interaction parameters between particles of spe
A and B are eAA51.0 and sAA51.0, eBB50.5 and sBB

50.88, and eAB51.5 and sAB50.8. The density is
1.204sAA

23. Recently, a crystal structure at extremely low e
ergies has been reported for a variant of this system.15

High-precision data are available for the thermodynam
properties of this model at intermediate to hig
temperatures.9,13,14 A series of careful simulations hav
placed the mode coupling temperature atTMCT50.435 and
the Kauzmann temperature somewhere in the rangeTK

50.26– 0.31.11,13,14 Note, however, that literature studie
have generally avoided direct simulations belowTMCT ;
available estimates ofTK have been produced after makin
several assumptions regarding the potential energy lands
and by extrapolation ~to low temperatures! of liquid-state
data generated at higher temperatures~aboveTMCT). An ex-
ception is provided by a recent report for a related mod6

where simulations of small systems, directly at low tempe
tures, suggest that an anomaly in the heat capacitycv arises
at TK ; cv is reported to increase with decreasing tempe
ture, and to exhibit a sharp drop atTK . The drop becomes
more pronounced as the system size is increased.

Simulations near a glass transition are notoriously di
cult, and their results must be considered with caution.
the one hand, the relevant time scales belowTMCT are too
long to be sampled by conventional molecular dynam
simulations. Monte Carlo techniques, on the other hand, h
been used only rarely to simulate glass formers; furtherm
it has been difficult to establish to what extent available st
ies have succeeded in sampling relevant regions of ph
5 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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space, particularly at low temperatures and elevated de
ties. In this work, we use a novel Monte Carlo sampli
technique to arrive atdirect estimates of the thermodynam
properties of a model glass former down to temperatu
well below TMCT .

II. SIMULATION METHODS

Recently, Wang and Landau have proposed an itera
method to estimate the density of states of a Potts lat
system from a Monte Carlo~MC! simulation.16,17 The
random-walk algorithm is based on the idea of entropic sa
pling, with a self-consistent update of the density of states
has proven to be remarkably efficient for lattice system
simple liquids,18 proteins,19,20 and liquid crystals;21 it is
tempting to apply it in the context of a glass-forming liqui
In this contribution we combine it with biased sampling tec
niques, and we use it to generatedirect estimates of the den
sity of states of the glass-former described above.

In a conventional canonical-ensemble simulation, diff
ent states of the system are visited with probabi
V(E)e2E/kBT, whereV(E) is the density of states~or de-
generacy! of the system,kB is Boltzmann’s constant, andT is
the temperature. In contrast, in the random-walk sche
adopted here, the density of statesV(E) is estimated directly
by producing a uniform, or ‘‘flat’’ histogram of energies, i.e
by coercing the system to visit all energy states with eq
probability. In this study we have chosen to maintain a c
stant density and constant number of particles; extension
other physical ensembles and to expanded ensembles
also been pursued recently.18,21,22Trial moves are generate
by means of simple translations of the particles and by id
tity interchanges.6 The acceptance of such interchanges
enhanced using configurational bias. The resulting trial c
figurations are accepted with probability23

p5minH 1,
Wnew

R V8~Eold!

Wold
R V8~Enew!

J , ~1!

where the prime indicates that this is a transient, momen
‘‘best estimate’’ of the density of states. Biased moves
performed according to a Rosenbluth type algorithm;WR is
the Rosenbluth weight of the corresponding state. In
original version by Wang and LandauWR was set to unity for
all states. The configurational bias identity swap consists
the following steps: First a pair on unlike particles is chos
at random. After direct interchange of their positions, t
smaller particleB will fit in the cavity formerly occupied by
the larger particleA. The opposite is only seldom true
thereby leading to negligible acceptance rates at low ener
and high densities. In order to enhance the acceptance
NCCB512– 100 trial positions are explored for theB particle
around the position formerly occupied by theA particle. We
then apply configurational bias ideas to theseNCCB posi-
tions. There are now two possible ways to calculate
Rosenbluth factors. In the first of these, the energy of
states can be used directly~as is done in standard configur
tional bias Monte Carlo!.24,25 To this end, a fictitious tem-
peratureTF is introduced for calculation of the Rosenblu
factor Wi

R for statei
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Wi
R5

exp~2bFEi !

( j exp~2bFEj !
. ~2!

Note that this fictitious temperature is not the temperature
the system, although in conventional configurational b
simulations it is set to the system temperature. Alternativ
one can avoid using a fictitious temperature by calculatin
set ofWR using the density of states itself as a bias:

Wi
R5

V i

( jV j
. ~3!

Both variants~using TF50.5– 1) behave similarly. The ac
ceptance rate is extremely small~it drops to less than 1026 as
the effective temperature approachesTg), but it is sufficient
to perform simulations over extended amounts of compu
time. The effective temperatureTeff of a state with energyE
is defined as the temperature where^Epot&Teff

5E.
The density of states is not knowna priori; it is initially

set to unity throughout the entire energy range. The calc
tions begin by defining an energy range in which to det
mine V(E). Whenever an energy stateE is visited, the den-
sity of states V8(E) corresponding to that energy i
multiplied by a constantf, i.e., V8(E)→ f V8(E). Since the
density of states varies over many orders of magnitude,
convenient to work with its logarithm, which corresponds
the entropy as a function of energyS(E)52kB ln V(E). The
entropy is updated by adding a constant lnf.

A histogram of energiesh(E) is also constructed and
updated after every trial move. The density of states is
dated continuously throughout the simulation, until the
corded energy histogramh(E) is sufficiently flat. Note that
in actual practice it is not possible to generate a perfectly
histogram; in this work, flatness is considered to be attai
if the minimum of h(E) is at least 0.9 times the averag
value h(E). Having reached a ‘‘flat-histogram’’ condition
the simulation sequence is repeated: the energy histogra
erased, and the new value of lnf is set to half the ‘‘old’’
value. Note that this choice is arbitrary, and any monoto
cally decreasing function should work. The initial value
ln f was set to unity, and the final value was lnf51025,
which corresponds to 18 iterations. The factor lnf controls
the convergence ofV8(E) to the true value,V(E); as lnf
decreases~i.e., as the simulation proceeds! the calculations
per iteration become increasingly long.

To improve efficiency, it is useful to conduct multipl
simulations in overlapping energy ranges. These ranges m
be relatively narrow; otherwise, given the rapidly varyin
nature ofV(E), the calculations can be prohibitively long
The energy ranges employed here correspond toEmax2Emin

5200– 400, or (E/N)max2(E/N)min51.0– 2.0 per particle. In
order to generateV(E) over a wide energy range, neighbo
ing energy windows were constructed in such a way as
overlap by half their width; every region of the energy axis
covered by at least two independent simulations. Two set
independent simulations with energy windows of 200
400 units wide were pursued here. At low energies, conv
gence was only possible with relatively narrow ener
ranges. The lowest energy range employed here startsE
521860 (E/N527.44), which is slightly above the rang
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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of estimated intrinsic energies for this system11 and well
above the crystal energies.15 After the density of states con
verged to within a certain accuracy the update ofV(E) was
stopped. A simple multicanonical run was then employ
where the inverse of the density of states~DOS! was used as
the weighting function. After a long run~25 million steps!
the DOS was corrected by adding the logarithm of the fi
histogram. This was necessary as we did not run the sim
tions to update factors off 5exp(1028) as in the original
work by Wang and Landau.16,17 It was verified during the
course of the simulation that the logarithmic energy his
grams kept increasing homogeneously@Fig. 1~a!#. This was
monitored by observing that the logarithms of the histogra
taken at different points in time during the final run are fill
homogeneously. In a theoretically ideal situation, the diff
ent ~logarithmic! histograms would be parallel to each oth
However, the stochastic nature of the simulation leads
departures from parallel behavior. Nonetheless, we see
the system never gets ‘‘trapped’’ in a certain energy reg
without visiting the others. This ensures that the syst
readily moves back and forth between high and low ene
regions of phase space, which is analogous to mov
through temperatures in other types of simulations. In
case of continuous degrees of freedom this additional m
toring is important.

In order to provide an assessment of the correlation t
of the random-walk method, the mean squared displacem
of the particles was also measured. It is observed that in
final multicanonical run approximately 2 million cycles a
necessary for the mean-squared displacement to be co
rable to the box length~in one MC cycle each particle i
moved once!. The simulations presented here are at least
times that length~cf. Fig. 2!. A positional autocorrelation

FIG. 1. ~a! Logarithm of the energy histogram in the final run witho
updating the weights in different stages of the simulation. The curves
parallel to each other.~b! Logarithm of the density of states over the dec
sive energy range@21800,21500#.

FIG. 2. ~a! Average mean-squared displacement in the final multicanon
run ~see text!. The length of the simulation box is 5.96. The mean-squa
displacement is calculated in the original box so it apparently levels
approaching the box size.~b! Position autocorrelation function from Mont
Carlo simulations and from molecular dynamics atT50.45.
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function can be defined as

Cpos~ t !5^~xi~ t01t !2xj~ t01t !!~xi~ t0!2xj~ t0!!& i , j ,t0
. ~4!

This measure of relaxation is more stringent than the me
square displacement as it eliminates the possibility t
blocks of particles might be moving together without to
much mutual rearrangement. This function decays to z
within the simulation lengths considered here. Figure 2 a
compares this function to that obtained from molecular d
namics runs atT50.45. To the best of our knowledge, th
longest runs reported in the literature14 for the system con-
sidered here have lasted 105t ~t is the usual dimensionles
Lennard-Jones time, which typically corresponds to 100 ti
steps!. In 105t, this function decays to about 70% of it
initial value. The scale employed in Fig. 2 assumes that
computational requirements for one molecular dynam
~MD! time step are comparable to those of one MC cycle

In regions of overlap, the density of states correspond
to each window can only differ by a constant, which depen
on the~arbitrary! number of histogram entries. The densi
of states over the entire energy range of interest is c
structed by shifting local estimates of lnV(E) ~corresponding
to individual windows! until they coincide, in the middle of
the overlap region.

The global density of states is therefore known to with
a constant. Since internal energies are known exactly,
excess free energy of the system can be calculated as a
tion of T according to

b^F~T!ex&52 ln (
E

V~E!e2bE, ~5!

where the brackets denote an ensemble average and w
b51/kBT. Similarly, the average internal energy of the sy
tem is given by

b^E~T!ex&5
(EEV~E!e2bE

(EV~E!e2bE
, ~6!

and the entropy can simply be determined from^S&5(^U&
2^F&)/T. Note that the total entropy also comprises
ideal-mixing contribution of the form 12 ln r2xA ln xA

2xB ln xB , wherexA represents the mole fraction of speciesA
in the mixture. There is a second way to access proper
directly from the microcanonical ensemble. For example,
internal energy as a function of temperature can be deri
by differentiation of the entropy@i.e., kB ln V(E)] with re-
spect to energy and subsequent inversion of that curve.
relies on the microcanonical definition of temperatu
namelyT5^dS/dE&21.

III. RESULTS

Figure 3~a! shows the average internal energy of the
nary Lennard-Jones glass former. Results by Yamam
et al.14 obtained by replica exchange molecular dynamics
also shown in that figure. The agreement between the
sets of data is quantitative. At temperatures belowTMCT we
have performed additional, extensive simulations us
biased-sampling ideas and parallel-tempering techniq
More specifically, the algorithms developed for these ad
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tional calculations use two-dimensional parallel tempering
temperature26–30 and Hamiltonian,31 and identity swap
moves6 augmented with configurational bias sampling24

These techniques permit simulations at temperatures be
TMCT , but become increasingly sluggish as temperatur
decreased. Still, the agreement for the energy generate
those simulations and the density of states technique is
good, thereby providing further consistency tests for the
sults presented here.

The entropy of the binary Lennard-Jones glass forme
shown in Fig. 3~b! as a function of temperature. The poin
in the figure represent literature data generated by therm
namic integration;13 the entropies simulated in this wor
have been shifted by a constant to make them coincide
those data in the range 0.5,T,0.8. The agreement betwee
our results and those of Coluzziet al. is excellent. In order to
arrive at an estimate of the Kauzmann temperature, th
authors extrapolate the liquid phase entropy belowT50.5
using an expression of the formS5aT0.41b. We find that
such a functional form is in good agreement with our sim
lations; at lower temperatures, however, minor but syste
atic departures from our results are observed. This would
indicative of a slightly higher Kauzmann temperature th
that reported in the literature (TK'0.3),11,13as the simulated
entropy decays more rapidly than that anticipated
extrapolation.

IV. DISCUSSION

The density of states as a function of temperature d
not show any unexpected behavior over the entire ene
region considered in this work. Its logarithm simply becom
steeper with decreasing energy@see Fig. 1~b!#, reflecting the
fact that the number of accessible states becomes sm
The system could conceivably undergo a gas–liquid~or gas–
glass! phase transition at very low temperatures. To addr
this point we have also determined the pressure. Our res
suggest that such a transition can occur atT'0.2, where the
pressure of the glass becomes equal to that of the gap
'0. For the same system~but without cutoff corrections!,
Coluzzi and Parisi estimated such a transition atT'0.3. The
occurrence of a demixing transition can be ruled out by
shape of the various pair distribution functions~not shown
here!, which remain qualitatively unchanged in the ran

FIG. 3. ~a! Energy per particle calculated by canonical MC~circles!, and
density of states~solid line!. Triangles are literature values~Ref. 14!. ~b!
Entropy per particle. The dashed line shows the total entropy~excess plus
ideal! determined from the density of states. The symbols are litera
results~Ref. 13!. The solid line is a fit to the literature data of the formS
510.27* T0.423.81.
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0.2,T,0.6. A very similar system has been found to cry
tallize at such low temperatures.15 However, crystallization is
avoided in our calculations by restricting the simulations
energy ranges above those of the crystal. Moreover, crys
lization has only been found in constant pressure simu
tions. The volume is kept constant in this work, thereby le
ing to frustration of crystallization.

The results presented in this work suggest that a Mo
Carlo technique based on the concept of entropic samplin
capable of generating high-accuracy estimates of the equ
rium density of states of a binary Lennard-Jones gl
former, down to temperatures below the mode coupling te
perature, a region of temperature that previous studies
glass-forming liquids have avoided. With further refineme
of the algorithm discussed in this work,32 we expect that
reliable simulations in the near vicinity of the reported Kau
mann temperature will become possible.
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